Purpose: The aim of this study was to evaluate surgical treatments and outcomes in a multi-institutional cohort of neonates with Hirschsprung's disease (HD). Methods: Using the Pediatric Health Information System (PHIS) from 1999 to 2009, neonates diagnosed with HD were identified and classified as having a single stage pull-through (SSPT) or multi-stage pull-through (MSPT). Diagnosis and classification algorithms and clinical variables and outcomes were validated by multiinstitutional chart review. Groups were compared using logistic regression modeling and propensity-score matched analysis to account for baseline differences between groups. Results: 1555 neonates with HD were identified; 77.2% underwent SSPT and 22.8% underwent MSPT. Misclassification of disease or surgical treatment was b2%. Rates of SSPT increased over time (p = 0.03). Compared to SSPT, patients undergoing MSPT had significantly lower birth weights and higher rates of prematurity, non-HD gastrointestinal anomalies, enterocolitis, and preoperative mechanical ventilation. Patients undergoing MSPT had significantly higher rates of readmissions (58.5 vs. 37.9%) and additional operations (38.7 vs. 26%). Results were consistent in the propensity-score matched analysis. Conclusion: Most neonates with HD undergo SSPT. In patients with similar observed baseline characteristics, MSPT was associated with worse outcomes suggesting that some infants currently selected to undergo MSPT may have better outcomes with SSPT. However, there remains a subgroup of MSPT patients who were too ill to be adequately compared to SSPT patients; for this subgroup of severely ill infants with HD, MSPT may be the best option.
Surgical management of neonatal Hirschsprung's disease (HD) is typically performed with either a single stage pull-through (SSPT) consisting of an early primary colo-anal reconstruction in the neonatal period, or a multi-stage pull-through (MSPT) characterized by a leveling colostomy followed by delayed colo-anal reconstruction later in infancy. Over time, SSTPs have been performed more frequently with SSPTs now the most commonly performed procedures [1] . This transition to predominantly performing SSTP has occurred without evidence from prospective trials comparing SSPT and MSPT. Most reports have been retrospective reviews at one or several centers [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . At this point, the widespread adoption of SSPT in clinical practice precludes the development of a rigorously designed multi-center prospective trial to directly compare these two options [11] . Furthermore, the rarity of Hirschsprung's disease coupled with its treatment at a large number of centers further challenges the feasibility and utility of a prospective clinical trial.
Administrative datasets represent a source for developing large multi-institutional cohorts of patients with rare diseases [12, 13] .
However, reliance on administrative data alone raises concerns about the accuracy of those data and whether treatment recommendations should be based on such studies. To address this, comparative effectiveness studies may be performed by combining the administrative data with multi-institutional chart validation of key variables and outcomes [13] [14] [15] [16] . Several groups have used this approach with data from the Pediatric Health Information System (PHIS) database [13, [17] [18] [19] . The objective of this study was to use the PHIS and multiinstitutional chart validation to compare outcomes between SSPT and MSPT in a multicenter cohort of infants with Hirschsprung's disease. We hypothesized that (1) rates of SSPT are increasing; (2) patients selected to undergo MSPT are more severely ill; and (3) in patients with similar severity of illness, SSTP may lead to more long term morbidity.
outcomes were readmission rate and rate of additional operations within 2 years after pull-through. Secondary outcomes were rates of post-operative enterocolitis, surgical site infections (SSI), small bowel obstruction (SBO), anastomotic leak, and hospital charges and costs. Charges were calculated as the total billed charges for inpatient care from the index admission through 2 years after the pull-through procedure. These charges were converted to costs by using the hospital-specific ratios of cost to charge (RCC) estimates for the total cost of each inpatient stay. These ratios are reported to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and used to convert reported charges to estimates of their true economic costs. Cost data for each hospital were further adjusted for the regional wage index as reported by the CMS. Neither the charges nor costs described in this study include physician charges.
Cohort identification and validation
This study utilized the PHIS which includes comprehensive administrative data from 44 free-standing children's hospitals, including demographics, diagnoses and procedures using International Classification of Diseases 9, Clinical Modification codes (ICD-9-CM) [20] . Date-stamped billing data for imaging, procedures, laboratory tests, medications, and supplies are also included, and encrypted medical record numbers enable longitudinal tracking of individual patients across hospital encounters. Fig. 1 outlines the methodology used for cohort identification. The PHIS was queried for patients born between January 1999 and September 2009 who had at least one hospital admission by 60 days of life associated with the ICD-9-CM diagnosis code for Hirschsprung's disease (ICD-9-CM 751.3). This age criteria ensured that only patients with HD diagnosed in the neonatal period would be included. Any patient without a subsequent ICD-9-CM procedure code for colo-anal reconstruction within 1 year of life was excluded under one of two assumptions: [1] without a definitive procedure for HD within 1 year, it was unlikely that the diagnosis code indicated actual presence of disease, or [2] delayed pull-through in these patients may be related to either longer segment Hirschsprung's disease, total colonic aganglionosis, or severe comorbid illnesses. The cohort was then divided into the two treatment groups: SSPT patients were identified as having a colo-anal reconstruction procedure code as their first HD related procedure; MSPT patients were identified as having a stoma creation procedure code as their first procedure followed by a coloanal reconstruction procedure code on a later date. In order to reflect the decision to perform either an SSPT or an MSPT in infants with similar physiology and risks, this search strategy excluded patients managed with rectal irrigations who underwent a single stage pullthrough after 60 days of life because of the potential for overlap between patients undergoing SSPT with MSPT patients coming back for their pull-through procedures.
To ensure the validity of the PHIS data, medical record chart validation of patient characteristics, diagnoses, treatments, and outcomes was performed at 3 Children's Hospital Association memberhospitals. Medical records were reviewed to confirm the data available in PHIS on the diagnosis of HD, type of repair (SSPT or MSPT), and clinical variables and outcomes. The chart review validation study was approved by each participating hospital's Institutional Review Board (Nationwide Children's Hospital, Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, and Monroe Carell Jr. Children's Hospital at Vanderbilt).
Statistical analysis
Pre-operative and operative variables were compared between treatment groups using two sample t-tests or Wilcoxon rank sum tests for continuous variables and Pearson chi square tests for categorical variables. Marginal logistic regression models accounting for patient clustering within hospitals were used to compare the effect of SSPT versus MSPT on our primary outcomes; marginal linear regression models were used to compare log transformed hospital charges and costs between groups. Additional operations included redo pullthrough, ostomy procedures, colectomies, biopsies of the small or large intestine, colonoscopies, and anal procedures including dilation, myomectomy, or sphincterotomy. Because morbidity in the MSPT group includes complications that can occur between the time of stoma creation and definitive colo-anal reconstruction, we compared the groups from the time of initial surgery (either stoma or pull-through) until 2 years after pull-through procedure (excluding the planned pullthrough procedure and its associated admission in the MSPT group for our primary outcomes). To assess the impact of having a longer followup period in the MSPT group, we performed a sensitivity analysis to compare outcomes looking only at the 2 year time period after pullthrough. Since the results of both of these analyses were similar, we only report outcomes for the analysis from time of initial surgery through 2 years after pull-through.
A propensity score matched analysis was performed in order to control for potential differences in pre-operative exposures between the two treatment groups. In order to include variables with missing data, multiple imputation was performed by a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method [21] . Propensity scores were estimated using a separate logistic regression model including all pre-operative variables with p b 0.20 in bivariate analyses and first-order interactions with p b 0.10 for each of 20 imputed datasets. Propensity scores were then averaged and SSPT and MSPT patients were matched using 1:1 nearest neighbor matching within calipers of width equal to 0.25 times the standard deviation of the logit of the propensity score [22, 23] . Patients without an eligible match were excluded. Standardized differences for the pre-operative variables in the matched groups were computed and were all ≤0.10 [22, 24] . Because of ambiguity in the diagnosis codes and timing of enterocolitis during the initial admission, propensity score matching was performed with and without this variable. Since results were similar, we report the matched cohort that included the enterocolitis variable. Also, in an attempt to minimize potential confounding caused by the presence of a greater number of long segment HD patients in the MSPT group, we carried out a sensitivity analysis designed to exclude the majority of patients with long segment HD that undergo MSPT. Based on reported average ages of 10-14 months at the time of pull-through in patients with long segment HD undergoing MSPT, we performed a similar propensity score matched analysis including only patients who had a pull-through procedure by 6 months of age [25] [26] [27] [28] .
All analyses were performed using SAS v9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). The propensity score matching was performed using the "gmatch" SAS macro [29] . All tests were 2-tailed and p b 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results

Cohort identification and validation
The PHIS search strategy outlined in Fig. 1 identified 1555 infants with Hirschsprung's disease. The diagnosis of HD was confirmed for all patients at all three validating institutions (n = 133). As far as treatment group assignment into MSPT or SSPT, all 47 patients were assigned to the correct treatment group at one hospital, while 1 out of 30 and 1 out of 56 were incorrectly assigned at each of the other hospitals. This yielded an overall treatment group misclassification rate of 1.5% (Table 1) . With a few exceptions, overall misclassification rates for specific demographic and clinical pre-operative characteristics were low across all 3 validating institutions (Table 1) . For example, the proportion of patients across all 3 hospitals with discrepant values was: 0% for gender, 0% for prematurity, 0-4% for the various types of congenital anomalies, and 10% for gestational age; however, the misclassification rate was 20% for birth weight and 14% for date of first HD surgery. The overall misclassification rate for need for at least one additional operation was 5.3%; for redo pull-through, it was 0%.
Overall cohort: population characteristics
The proportion of patients undergoing SSPT significantly increased over time (p = 0.03); during 1999-2001 69% of patients underwent SSPT, whereas during 2007-2009 78% underwent SSPT. In addition, there was significant variability (p b 0.0001) in the proportion of patients undergoing SSPT at each PHIS hospital during the study period with a median of 81% and a range of 33-100% across hospitals (Fig. 2) .
Clinical characteristics including demographics, pre-operative variables, and comorbid conditions for the overall cohort and each treatment group are shown in Table 2 . As compared to patients undergoing SSPT, patients undergoing MSPT more often had government insurance, lower birth weight, were younger at their first surgery, and had a shorter length of stay prior to their first operation. Patients undergoing MSPT also had higher rates of prematurity, non- Fig. 1 . Identification of study cohort of neonatal Hirschsprung's disease patients. *Includes patients who had an ostomy procedure by age 60 days but who died at that admission (n = 2) or died at a later admission (n = 22) before age 1, without ever having a pull-through procedure.
HD gastrointestinal anomalies, enterocolitis at their first admission, and preoperative mechanical ventilation.
Overall cohort: surgical treatments and outcomes
Surgical treatments and outcomes for the overall cohort and each treatment group are shown in Table 3 . The most commonly performed procedure overall and within each treatment group was the Soave pull-through. Patients in the MSPT group more commonly underwent a Duhamel pull-through and patients in the SSPT more commonly underwent a laparoscopic assisted pull-through.
Excluding the planned pull-through procedure and its associated admission in the MSPT group, patients who underwent MSPT were more likely to be readmitted (58.5 vs. 37.9%, p b 0.0001, OR 2.40, 95% CI 1.90, 3.03) and to require at least one additional operation besides their pull-through procedure [38.7 vs. 26.0%, p b 0.0001, odds ratio (OR) 2.18, 95% CI 1.63, 2.90] ( Table 3) . In addition, patients in the MSPT group had higher rates of SSI, post-operative enterocolitis, and SBO (Table 3) 
Propensity matched cohort development
In the overall cohort, significant predictors of undergoing MSPT that were used for propensity score matching included: preoperative mechanical ventilation, lower gestational age, lower birth weight, enterocolitis, preoperative ICU stay in a non-neonatal ICU (e.g. Cardiac ICU), earlier year of treatment, and a lower hospital rate of SSPTs during the study period. Propensity score matching identified a cohort of 558 patients with no significant differences between the two groups in terms of demographics or comorbid anomalies and conditions (Table 2 ). Of note, we could not match 21% of patients in the MSPT group because there were insufficient numbers of SSPT patients with propensity scores high enough to match these patients.
Propensity matched cohort: Surgical treatments and outcomes
The Soave pull-through was the most common colo-anal reconstruction procedure performed (56.1%). Patients in the MSPT more commonly underwent a Duhamel pull-through procedure and patients in the SSPT more commonly underwent a laparoscopic assisted pull-through procedure (Table 3) .
Patients who underwent MSPT were more likely to be readmitted (59.1 vs. 38.4%, p b 0.0001, OR 2.32, 95% CI 1.72, 3.12) and to require at least one additional operation (40.5 vs. 30.1%, p = 0.007, OR 1.55, 95% CI 1.13, 2.14) ( Table 3) . MSPT patients were also more likely than SSPT patients to have a SSI, SBO, and post-operative enterocolitis. The MSPT group had higher total adjusted hospital charges [median, IQR: 
Propensity matched cohort: sensitivity analysis
To remove confounding owing to the unmeasured association between long segment HD and MSPT, a propensity score matched cohort analysis including only patients who had a pull-through by age 6 months was performed. In this matched analysis (n = 173 in each group), the results remained similar favoring SSPT for all outcomes except that the difference between groups in the rate of post-operative enterocolitis was reduced (MSPT 30.1 vs. SSPT 24.9%, p = 0.19).
Discussion
Using the Pediatric Health Information System (PHIS) in conjunction with multi-institutional chart validation of key variables and outcomes, we have developed a large multi-institutional cohort of infants with Hirschsprung's disease and accurately characterized them as having undergone either SSPT or MSPT. The size and diversity of this unique cohort allowed us to characterize practice variation and perform longitudinal outcome studies in both the overall cohort and in propensity score matched groups. This study demonstrated that (1) the rates of SSPT are increasing; (2) patients selected to undergo MSPT are more severely ill; and (3) among patients with similar severity of illness, MSPT was associated with increased morbidity.
The rate of SSPT increased over time with almost 80% of infants with Hirschsprung's treated at PHIS hospitals now undergoing SSPT. This increase in performing SSPT is consistent with other reports of practice trends both in the United States and abroad [30] [31] [32] [33] . In addition to identifying this change in practice, our analysis further demonstrates significant variability in the proportion of patients undergoing SSPT at each PHIS hospital. Therefore, it is likely that different indications are being used across PHIS hospitals to select patients for MSPT. Consequently, some patients selected for MSPT would likely have been treated with SSPT if they were treated at a different center. Identifying causes for this practice variation in the future may allow for more consistent care of patients with Hirschsprung's disease across institutions.
In the overall cohort, patients undergoing MSPT had worse outcomes across almost all variables. In particular, the MSPT group had more readmissions, surgical site infections, small bowel obstructions, episodes of enterocolitis, and additional operations by 2 years after the pull-through procedure. However, patients undergoing MSPT were also more severely ill, suggesting that the operating surgeons may be selecting the sicker, more complicated patients for MSPT. These findings are consistent with previous reports that demonstrate that patients selected to undergo MSPT were often those considered too ill to undergo a SSPT [30] [31] [32] [33] . Commonly reported factors influencing the decision for MSPT include the presence of enterocolitis and either long segment Hirschsprung's disease or total colonic aganglionosis. Since there is only one ICD-9 diagnosis code encompassing all cases of Hirschsprung's disease, we could not directly account for the impact of the length of the Hirschsprung's segment in our analyses. However, our study did confirm the presence of enterocolitis as an important factor in selecting patients for MSPT. Therefore, we included enterocolitis occurring prior to the first surgery performed to treat Hirschsprung's disease (ostomy or pull-through) as a preoperative risk factor in order to assess its impact on the treatment choice and outcomes after pullthrough. Using this study design, it is possible that the overall morbidity of SSPT to a patient may be underestimated by the reported post-operative outcomes in this study.
In order to account for differences in severity of illness and comorbid conditions between patients undergoing SSTP and MSPT in the overall cohort of patients, we performed a propensity score matched analysis. This type of analysis is particularly useful in large cohort studies of patients with diverse baseline characteristics because it identifies and removes patients from the analysis who are dissimilar across treatment groups. In contrast to a multi-variable risk adjustment model that estimates the effects of a treatment on an outcome in the entire cohort while controlling for differences in baseline characteristics, a propensity score matched analysis creates treatment groups with similar risk profiles that can then be compared to assess differences in outcomes. Propensity score matching uses multi-variable regression modeling to identify factors significantly associated with a higher likelihood of undergoing a specific treatment and generates a score that reflects the likelihood of receiving that treatment. The scores are then used to match patients with similar profiles thus simulating what randomization does in a clinical triali.e. to create groups with balanced baseline characteristics [22, 23, 34] . In this study, propensity scores were generated to reflect the likelihood of patients undergoing MSPT, then patients with similar scores undergoing SSPT and MSPT were matched and compared. In these matched groups MSPT continued to have worse outcomes.
Since long segment HD is considered an important determinant of whether a surgeon will perform an SSPT or an MSPT, we attempted to account for this variable despite its absence from the dataset [31] . Prior publications reporting on long segment HD have demonstrated that these infants tend to undergo their pull-through procedures at average age of 10-14 months [25] [26] [27] [28] . In addition, in our multiinstitutional chart review, patients with long segment disease in the MSPT group had their pull-through procedures after 6 months of age. Based on this, we performed an additional propensity score matched analysis including only patients who had a pull-through procedure by 6 months of age. This analysis yielded similar results to those of the original propensity-score matched analysis. Combined, these propensity score matched analyses suggest that some infants who undergo MSPT procedures may have better outcomes with SSPT despite the presence of other congenital anomalies or comorbid conditions. However, there remains a subgroup of MSPT patients who are too ill to be adequately compared to the SSPT patients in this cohort (i.e. the patients who had very high propensity scores). For this subgroup of severely ill infants with HD, MSPT may be the best option.
Using the PHIS to study rare congenital diseases, such as Hirschsprung's disease, allows for rapid and inexpensive development of a large multi-institutional cohort of patients from a geographically diverse group of tertiary children's hospitals [12] . The dataset includes longitudinal patient-level data on diagnoses, procedures, and resource utilization which can be used to assess practice variability and differences in resource utilization. In addition, when cohort development is combined with institutional chart validation, the PHIS may be used to perform descriptive and comparative effectiveness studies [13] [14] [15] [16] .
There are several limitations of our study that center around the use of administrative data. First, the types of analyses that can be performed are limited by the availability of ICD-9-CM codes that can capture clinically important variables and outcomes. For example, in the current study, we could neither assess the impact of the length of the Hirschsprung's segment on the selection of an operative procedure nor its effect on outcome. We also were unable to stratify each treatment group based on the type of specific repair that was performed or the approach used (transanal vs. abdominal vs. combination); this may account for the higher rates of certain complications (e.g. small bowel obstruction) in the MSPT group as this group may include more open and fewer transanal approaches. In addition, the impact of the type of surgical procedure on relevant functional outcomes, such as fecal incontinence and constipation, and on need for in-clinic treatments, such as Botox injections, cannot reliably be assessed using administrative data. The effects of these variables and assessment of these outcomes will require more resource intense longitudinal clinical registries or clinical trials. Second, although substantial quality control measures are in place to ensure the validity of data within the PHIS, there is still a possibility for misclassification bias. In addition, there can be variability in terms of the clarity or ambiguity of what each ICD-9-CM code represents and when it is used. To determine the rates and potential impact of misclassification bias and miscoding, we performed medical record reviews at three separate institutions. Third, the ICD-9-CM diagnosis codes used as exposures and outcomes are associated with an entire admission and not date-stamped; therefore, within a given admission, it is not possible to determine if a diagnosis occurred before or after a procedure. To minimize this issue, we attempted to use procedure and billing codes which are date stamped to define variables whenever possible. Fourth, within the PHIS, patients can only be followed longitudinally at one institution, so care received at a different institution (PHIS or non-PHIS) would not be included.
Conclusions
This study demonstrates that current practice across major freestanding children's hospitals is to perform SSPT for most infants diagnosed with HD, with MSPT reserved for more severely ill patients. Comparisons of patients with similar baseline characteristics based on propensity score matching demonstrate that MSPT was associated with increased rates of readmissions and reoperations. These results suggest that some patients currently selected to undergo MSPT may have better outcomes if they underwent a SSPT. However, there was a subgroup of MSPT patients who were too ill and did not have comparable matches in the SSPT group; for this subgroup of severely ill infants with HD, MSPT likely remains the better option. Future studies should focus on characterizing factors that can be used to identify patients who would benefit from a MSPT. This may reduce the number of newborns receiving colostomies and undergoing multiple procedures, and may lead to improved outcomes. In addition, further multi-institutional studies to determine the impact of single versus multi-staged pull-through on functional outcomes are warranted.
